
SHALL THE BOSS CONTROL CLAY COUNTY? 

or 

Shall Clay County Remain FREE and PEACEFUL? 

 

If you want the BOSS with his organization and all it stands for to control Clay County 

express your approval to turn over the freedom you now enjoy in Clay County to this 

machine by voting for Judge (Boss Controlled) Billings. 

 

A vote for Billings means you approve the BOSS and also Crooked Elections, Vote 

Frauds, Red-Light Districts, Night Clubs with wide open gambling catering to your 

children; Dives and Hoodlum Hangouts, Vandalism, Gang Rule, and an army of 

hoodlums to force these conditions upon you. (These all exist over in Kansas City). 

 

Boss Control of Clay County Means that: 

The BOSS will hand-pick and control every county, township and city candidate for 

office, and law enforcement officials, and you dare not oppose them. 

The BOSS will put the lug on every business man, elective official, officer, and job holder 

to enrich his coffers. 

The BOSS will force you to use Machine Mixed Concrete on every job from the smallest 

to the largest—no laboring man can get a job unless he belongs to and contributes to 

the machine’s lug. 

The BOSS will pad every County, Township, and City office with hundreds of useless job 

holders who will be nothing more than Ward healers enforcing his demands upon 

you. 

The BOSS will control every elective official, law enforcement officers, and job holder in 

Clay County. 

The BOSS will force bond issues upon you, raise your taxes, set the business men’s 

licenses, in order to keep his coffers full and force his monopolies upon you. 

And bands of roving hoodlums will extend their operations over into Clay County and 

since the BOSS will control your officials and law enforcement agencies it will be 

impossible for you to impede or control their operations—you will have night clubs, 



wide open gambling, slot machines, and corruption of every nature. 

 

Clay County Must Remain Free from these Conditions 

 

These conditions all exist over in Kansas City, and your only chance to express your 

disapproval and determination to keep them out is to not support the BOSS’S 

hand-picked and controlled candidate and vote for JUDGE JAMES M. DOUGLAS 

 

BILLINGS BRINGS THE BOSS DOUGLAS KEEPS CLAY COUNTY DECENT 

 

No home loving citizen in Clay County will do otherwise. 

 

C. F. Williams. 


